AVOIDING PUBLIC POOL DESIGN DEFECTS
A paper for the Australian Aquatic Industry
drawing attention to common design defects
that are difficult and expensive to rectify
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Background
JH Cockerell, is Australia’s leading specialist aquatic engineering firm.
Established in 1979, we are the only firm to guarantee a commitment to
quality by using the proven international design standard for public pool
water treatment (DIN 19643).
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What’s wrong with our public pools
Despite the fact that there are numerous Australian standards for the
design and construction of public pools, JH Cockerell regularly carries out
audits on public pools, many of which have only been recently
constructed, to reveal significant design defects including the following:
(i) Pool water losses of up to 300,000 litres/day through poorly
designed pool movement joints. The cost of environmental
damage is now being added to the cost of lost water and
chemicals.
(ii) Differential vertical movement in wetdeck channels, disrupting the
uniform flow of water along the length of the channels, creating
areas of stagnant water in the pool. This problem is created by
differential movements as small as only 3mms.
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What’s wrong with our public pools
(iii) Pool tiling failures. A well tiled pool can provide the cheapest
whole of life cost finish for a public pool. If pool tiles are not well
chosen and not correctly installed, they can provide the most
expensive whole of life cost finish for a public pool and, in
addition prevent the achievement of acceptable pool water
quality.
(iv) Sizing, location and connection details for pipework connecting a
pool to its water treatment plant and a pool’s wetdeck channel to
the pool’s balance tank are critical choices for successful pool
water treatment and for minimising whole of life pool
maintenance costs.
In our experience, indoor pools seldom have air handling units that are
adequately designed to remove and treat volatile gases like trichloramine
and trihalomethane which emanate from pool water and being four times
heavier than air just sit on the pool water surface. Research has identified
that these gases create acute and chronic health problems for pool users
including asthma, skin and eye irritation and increased risk of bladder
cancer.
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The solutions are simple
It is most important that public pools be designed in accordance with all
relevant Australian standards and in the absence of Australian standards
relevant overseas standards.
It is even more important that design and documentation of public pools
is closely supervised by a qualified structural engineer who has
demonstrated experience and knowledge in the design and construction
of public pools, using all relevant standards. Ideally the supervising
engineer will also have a long history of having inspected and reported
on public pools that have a wide range of design defects.
Although adoption of these simple solutions marginally increases a
project’s design and construction cost, it is more than offset by a reduction
in operating and maintenance costs over the life of the pool. In our
experience of reporting on over 100 public pools, design defects relegate
pools to being long term liabilities instead of assets that provide pool
users with a healthy environment for both exercise and enjoyment.
With JH Cockerell, you benefit from our vast experience and
uncompromising commitment to quality. Working with us protects your
aquatic investment long term and gives you the confidence you are
meeting your duty of care.
Get in touch with us to learn more about how we can assist you?
JH Cockerell
L2, 170 Alfred Street
Fortitude Valley QLD 4006
✉ info@jhcockerell.com
📞 07 3852 1041
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